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Professionalâ€™s mastery the t-shirt Silk Screen Printing Mesh industry use custom untrue screen
printing tools and expensive materials that bring high quality results. Of course, these cede require a
large digit of money due to investment.

However, if you are an ordinary hobbyist who wants to give hand-made gifts this Christmas, thence
a fitting way is to carry out your avow t-shirt curtain printing projects. In fact, t-shirts are not the
separate gifts you can go ahead using the screen printing method, but you power besides hatch
bags, aprons and scarves.

Where To Get Your Screen Printing Materials

Making your acquiesce Christmas gifts is no trouble with ready-made materials available in function
stores again online. You can control ready-made stencil films, Silk Screen Printing Mesh ink,
squeegees in diversified sizes, and convenient splendor frames.

Stencil films, squeegees and exposure frames are available in Starter Kits. These will from $25 and
advancing from online stores. The implements even now have the implements needed for take
cover printing: mini squeegees, blank stencil films, an exposure frame, and some ready-made
graphics since you to use. All you have to do is admit tuck away printing ink.

In t-shirt stow away printing, Jacquard and Versace Screen Printing Squeegee Inks are just two of
the trusted brands to bring high-resolution images to life on fabric. The colors are vibrant,
intermixable, also water-soluble. The ink is continuing on most surfaces, including paper, leather,
vinyl and fabric.

Lastly, prepare the abode considering the splendor process. You earn not rapaciousness special
UV equipment for this. You can either make use of natural UV from sunlight. You can also make
youâ€™re allowing equipmentâ€”if there is no sun shining outsideâ€”by using the succeeding materials:

* Unique (1) Compact Fluorescent Light Bulb with a brightness of 27w Daylight 5500k (spitting
image to 100w)

* Unaccompanied (1) 10.5" mix Light by Commercial Electric

* Two (2) 2"x2" blocks of wood

* One (1) 4"x5" StencilPro or PhotoEZ stencil

* solitary (1) 6" x 6" pageant Frame

You can buy a pageant shape from a store or you blame effect one for yourself shield clarion plastic
cd and a misty platform for the stencil. The clear plastic will tarpaulin the artwork also prevents it
from producing. Maintenance the stencil film further the artwork in secure with clamps on each
corner of the frame, or you can boon quantum clip, screw or tack to keep the layers of paper, stencil
and plastic solve together.

How To Make Your let on Stencil
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With your computer and printer, you can make your confess design using user-friendly graphic
design software. Once you posit printed your artwork on paper cut the edges to size to fit the stencil
film.

Place your artwork on the shiny side of the stencil outside down and insert the two astute in
between the exposure frameâ€™s back and splendor covers. Keep them together tightly by attaching
the clamps or clips on the corners of the frame.

Position the habituÃ©s grease between the two blocks of wood. Place clamp silvery cloak the bright
fluorescent bulb pull original over the exposure frame. The timing of the exposure depends on the
stencil brand and the artworkâ€™s material.

The shortest exposure time is best achieved using acetate film being the artwork further using
sunlight as spring of UV light. Make rank your artwork is printed in black and white and the ink is
very dark and pitch-dark. If necessary, print the image oftentimes from the printer to produce a very
dark image.

Place the stencil on somber non-reflective surface during pageant. When using sunlight, tarpaulin
the stencil before and after exposure to guard against over exposure.

Now you are ready for t-shirt screen printing besides making your grant gifts this Christmas!
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